
 



What a wonderful year we have had at Elphinstone Primary and we look for-

ward to an even bigger 2020! Every year, after looking through all of our news-

letters, it is unbelievable the variety of activities both inside and outside class-

rooms that our students experience. It all leads to valuable learning, academi-

cally along with socially and emotionally. We visited both Melbourne and Wer-

ribee Zoos and attended their classrooms and in the last week of the year visit-

ed the Central Deborah Goldmine to learn about the history of gold and its sig-

nificance to Central Victoria. As usual, our students were involved with every 

sporting activity and event on offer including soccer, football, cricket, tennis 

and even kickball for the junior students. We attended educational films and 

productions, had a variety of educational visits in our classrooms and ran a va-

riety of activities and events throughout the year. 

Every year we have mixed emotions as we farewell our grade 6 students. This 

year we wish Wilkie, Julian and Niamh all the best as they move into secondary 

school and we will miss your contribution and leadership, although we know 

that we have provided the best possible springboard as you ‘dive’ into the next 

stage of your schooling. For two of these families we also bid farewell, Deita & 

Paul and Melissa & Ryan and we thank you for all that you have done for the 

school over the many years. In particular, Deita and Mel have served on our 

school council and have always been willing to assist the school wherever and 

whenever required. We will miss you! 

Speaking of school council, I would like to thank Sara, our president, for her 

dedication and support over the year and look forward to that continuing into 

next year.  Sara has given our school a popular profile in social media circles 

and has been a strong advocate for promoting the fantastic things that our stu-

dents do! I would also like to thank the remaining school councillors, Amanda 

and Trinity, with Amanda leading the PEPS team raising valuable school funds 

with lunches and the amazing pasta night and Trinity who has provided the 

school with guidance and knowledge particularly with his background in edu-

cation and environmental initiatives, not to mention his passion for mountain 

biking! 

 



Our school would not be what it is without our teaching and support staff and I 

would like to thank and acknowledge their contribution. Nina has educated 

our junior students over a long period of time with high quality, research based 

literacy and numeracy teaching methods. Our student results are always of a 

high standard and the learning growth of each and every student is something 

we should all be proud of. I thank Ebony for her dedication working with all of 

our students and being prepared for anything that needs to be done, including 

putting this yearbook together! We are lucky to have Allen Isaacs continuing to 

provide our students with technology and maths support and the Friday coding 

and robotics class is the highlight of the week for many. We also are fortunate 

to have Drew Thorpe providing private tuition and continuing his music class 

each Thursday, so every student has an experience of learning about music. 

The highlight was definitely producing our very own song ‘Holiday Fun’ with its 

accompanying soundtrack and video! Finally I would like to thank Tracey, who 

comes in each Tuesday, sorting out the piles of paperwork and money that ac-

cumulate on her desk and managing the school finances along with other tasks 

such as organising buses and dealing with contactors. 

Lastly I would like to thank each and every student along with their families for 

their dedication and support and I hope that you have had a great 2019. We 

look forward to seeing everyone back for 2020 along with our new families and 

wish you a safe and happy Christmas break. 

Enjoy looking back on the year and once again – thank you! 

Brendan Stewart 



School Council President  

2019 has been another great year for Elphinstone Primary School. We welcomed a num-

ber of new families and it has been great to see the school growing and changing. 

Our students have had an excellent year full of great experiences – heaps of excursions, 

sporting events and camps. For such a small school we definitely make sure the kids have 

great opportunities for learning and making connections in our wider community. 

I would like to take this opportunity to recognise the incredible effort of Amanda Barry 

who took on the responsibility of leading our PEPS (Parents of Elphinstone Primary 

School) group this year. Our fundraising has been so successful and Amanda has worked 

incredibly hard to organise and run a number of events (our inaugural pasta night being 

one of them) throughout the year. Thank you Amanda, it’s been a pleasure working with 

you this year! 

I would also like to acknowledge a couple of long standing School Council members who 

are leaving us this year – Deita Walters (Wilkie’s mum) and Mel Van de Wouw (Julian’s 

mum). With both Wilkie and Julian graduating from grade 6 this year Deita and Mel’s time 

at the school has come to an end. Thank you both for all the work you put in to the school 

over the years and I have enjoyed working with you on School Council over the past cou-

ple of years – you will be missed! 

With the knowledge that School Council is losing a few members this year I would also 

like to encourage other parents from the school community to consider joining. It’s a 

great way to understand the workings of our school and also provide a voice for the par-

ent community in decision-making. 

Another big thank you also needs to go to Mar and Chris (Nathan’s parents) for their in-

credible generosity in supporting the school with donations from their lovely bakery 

“Grist”. The yummy pie lunches are courtesy of these guys, as well as the amazing Ginger-

bread house that’s being raffled. It’s one of our tags on Instagram, but parents really do 

make the school!  

Lastly I would like to thank the teaching team at Elphinstone Primary School for all their 

great work with our kids. Thank you Brendan, Nina, Ebony, Mr Isaacs and Mr P! 

Have a great summer break and see you in 2020! 

- Sara Eagle 



Farewell to our grade 6’s! 

One of my best memories was Mr Palmers Gym when I was in prep, I 

thought it was the best thing ever! I also really enjoyed the prep, 1,2 

sleepover because we got to spend the night at school. My favourite 

part of grade 1 was when the new preps came in and we were given 

one to be our buddy and show them around the school, but then u 

broke my arm and I still thought it was fun.  Wilkie Walters 

My favourite memory is definitely Somers Camp because I enjoyed 

making new friends and getting to know a lot of people. I have built 

up my social and teamwork skills and am more confident doing things 

I haven't tried. I am glad we decided to move here because we get so 

many more opportunities than if we stayed in the city. Niamh Eagle 

My favourite thing about this year was Somers camp because we got 

to abseil. My highlight when I started was meeting Mr Stewart. My fa-

vourite subject is coding. The funniest thing that happened while I’ve 

been here was when Mr Stewart fall over on the oval. I like this 

school because it’s given me so many opportunities that I wouldn’t 

get to do anywhere else.  Julian Van De Wouw  



It has been great to able to use the big room again, and what better way than doing gymnastics! Emma 

from Palmer’s Gym in Bendigo is travelling down for the next 4 Fridays to run classes for our students. We 

will have some more photos next issue. 



Rabbit 

Ouch! My 

leg! 

Ta Da!!!! 

I wonder if 

anyone can 

see me? 

MIRANDA 

We should be 

in the Olym-

pics! 

What’s this? 

Oh yeah..rain! 

PHOTO GALLERY! 

Now for the 

up cobra—or 

is that down 

dog? 

Should have 

gone solo! 

“She loves 

you Yeah 

yeah yeah!!!” 



ATHLETICS DAY AT TARADALE 
Our Students had a great time at 

the athletics and games day at 

Taradale, last Friday. It was great 

to catch up with the other 

schools and  for our students of 

all ages to socialise with their 

peers.  We had great parent sup-

port and we’d like to thank Tara-

dale for hosting and organising 

and also thank Redesdale Mia 

Mia for sharing their bus with 

us! 



PHOTO GALLERY! 

CASTLEMAINE 

STATE FESTIVAL 



ANZAC DAY 

Last week Alan came to visit us and hold an Anzac Day ceremony. Alan is a Vietnam Veteran 

and he represented the Castlemaine R.S.L. He gave us a little lesson all about the origins of 

ANZAC DAY and its importance to us. Alan told us that his date of birth got picked out of a 

barrel so he had to go to the Vietnam War for 1 year or go to jail for two. This was called 

conscription. He had to go and he made it back home. Alan also read the Ode and we re-

peated “Lest we Forget” after him. He then explained his Service medals he was wearing. 

We had a minute of silence and after that he played a recorded CD of the Last Post. We 

then went down to the Cenotaph to place a wreath that he bought in. When Alan was talk-

ing about conscription my mind went straight to my brother who is two years from eight-

een. I would be upset if he had to go to a war. By Fianna Grade 5 



Responsible Pet Ownership Program 

Josie visited our school with her pet dog called Maxy. Here is what some of the stu-

dents had to say: 

Harley: You can’t go near a sad dog. A sad dog has it’s ears and tail pointing down.  

Adele: I learnt about angry dogs. Angry dogs have their ears up and the growl and they 

show you their teeth. Their hair also sticks up. When you see one you stand still and look 

down to the ground. 

Aiden: I learnt how to pat a dog. You put your hand out with your thumb tucked in. 

You ask the owner if you can pat the dog. Let the dog smell your hand and then go and 

pat him 

Riley: I learnt that you have to give your cats and dogs water and make sure they have 

food to eat. Make sure your pet is not sick, and if they are sick you can take them to the 

vet. 

Sam: Everyone had a chance to practice patting Maxy, I 

didn’t pat him because I was a little nervous. 



What did I learn today at the SAFETY Day? 

Seth: 

what I learned about safe day is that fire trucks are 3 metres wide and 3 metres 
tall. 

And some can carry 3 thousand litres and also that they have different suits for 
different fires. And the S.E.S have the jaws of life to help with people who have 
crashed and can’t get out. 

Harley: 

I learnt what the SES  does like help with storm damage and floods. 

Sam: 

What I learnt today about emergency services. If you are playing on the play-
ground with your friend and if your friend is hurt you have to call 000 and they 
will help you. 

Nathan: 

I learnt that the C.F.A will occasionally do planned burns. So when a fire starts it’s 
not as bad because the C.F.A has already burned all the little stubble. Then in 
summer it's a lot easier for the C.F.A to put the fire out. 

Kane: 

I learnt the what SES stands for (State Emergency Service) we also went to the 
C.F.A where the fire truck was. We went to the RACV and when you crash you 
should where a helmet. We went ESTA and they get the calls from 000 and talk to 
the emergency people like police,fire brigade, SES and paramedics. After we got a 
show bag and a lot of stuff with in it. We won a teddy from a treasure hunt! (see 
below!!) 

Jim: 

I really liked it because I learned how to stay safe around fires,this year we did not 
have the smoke house. When we went to the CFA we met a CFA captain,we also 
met the SES we now know what the SES  State Emergency Service is and what 
they do. 

 





MINESTRONE SOUP 

As part of our LOTE (Languages other than English) program, students cooked up a wonderful Minestrone soup in 

our new kitchen. The names of the ingredients were written down in Italian, and they certainly enjoyed eating their 

creation on Monday. Many thanks to Mrs Perry for organising this treat, and a great hands-on way to immerse stu-

dents in Italian culture! 



TABLOID SPORTS 



SCIENCE 

In our integrated studies our 

students learnt all about 

electricity and batteries dur-

ing science. All the students 

worked on LED “Christmas 

lights” and we looked at 

what makes a good conduc-

tor and insulator. We had a 

lot of fun including small 

alarms and switches con-

nected by alligator clips and 

wires. 

Goldfields soccer carnival  at  Chewton 

Last term we combined with Chewton Primary to play in the Goldfields Soccer Carnival against other Cas-

tlemaine and district Primary Schools. We thanks the Goldfields Soccer Club for hosting the day and we 

look forward to continuing the tournament in the future. Our school was represented by Fianna, Miranda, 

and Riley. 



Basketball  





The most interesting thing was probably the rhino peeing backwards and when they poop they use it to mark their ter-

ritory and when other animals come to the poo they have to leave a little of their poop. My favourite bit was when it 

started raining a gorilla threw a blanket over its head and another gorilla hid under a pile of hay! Tegan 

The best part was when I went on was probably the Safari and the Zoorassic part. On the Safari  there was a bus with 

carriages  on the back of it  the cabin like trailers we had  to go on top of a hill that was really steep and when there's a 

flood the animals can get to high  ground  and not drown.  And the giraffes and when they go to bed if they think it is 

too soft or this is too hard they can choose. Seth 

The most enjoyable thing I found was first learning all about the 

different animals the main animal that stuck out to me was the 

Przewalski horse because they thought they were extinct in the 

wild but then they found at least five or six which built up the 

population. Now they are endangered not critically endangered. 

The animal that I really did want to see was a hippopotamus but I 

did not get to see one what was a shame. I did feel jealous be-

cause Mr. Stewart get a really good picture of a hippopotamus 

with its mouth wide open. Fianna 

The most interesting thing was the gi-

raffes because the legs where so long, if a 

full grown man would not touch its 

stomach. The best part was the safari, it 

was so funny I was yelling out stuff I did- n't 

have to call out. The Jurassic (Zoorassic) 

park was so funny. The dinosaurs were so 

funny. We were pretending to shoot 

them. Mr Stewart took a good video of it 

all. We saw hippos and I away and we 

went back and the cheetah was at the glass. There was a silver back that is a gorilla. We got a lot of photos!  Kane 

The part at Werribee Zoo I most enjoyed was probably the Meerkats. I liked watching them go about their own small lives. We ar-

rived right at the time they were being fed and they would either catch or miss and go and find them. Sometimes they would have 

to dig for the food. One of the things I learnt was that the African Wild Dogs were the most successful African hunter, catching their 

prey 80% of the time. The most interesting animal we saw (in my opinion) was the Tawny Frogmouth. I found it amazing how silent 

they are when they fly and how easily they catch the insects. Near the end of the trip it started raining and we (all the girls and 

Sam) saw a Gorilla trying to stay dry. It covered itself with a handful of hay, that fell off when it started walking towards the little 

shelter. It then proceeded to try to cover itself with a red blanket that only covered it’s head to start off with, then covered its 

whole body. We went to the Lion’s enclosure just in time to hear a lion talk. When we got there, there was a Lioness playing with a 

ball on a rope. The zookeeper said this was really good because she was one of the mothers and she was the peacekeeper of the 

family and was usually very serious. The zookeeper mentioned one of the other Lionesses called Jarra, who was eighteen and was 

alone because all the other lions in her pride were older than her and had passed away. We went on the Safari Bus and we saw so 

many animals! The driver told us that when the animals get bored they need to keep them entertained. For example, the Gorillas 

get to play with puzzles, paint and watch TV! I think they get treated better than us. Niamh 

 

Werribee Zoo 



The best part was the Zoorassic Park where we got to play the dino wars and pretend to be soldiers that’s the fun 

bit. My second favourite thing was seeing the Indian antelope in the safari trip. I learnt that they could run up to 90 

km per hour so predators can’t catch them. My third favourite thing was seeing the rhino doing his poo to mark 

that it was a good spot and the funny part was the zebras would roll themselves in rhino poo to protect themselves 

from lions because lions would rarely attack a rhino. So zebras use that as a defence against predators. Riley 

 

The best thing about the Werribee Zoo visit was watching the bisons. They were huge and the horns were 

big.  - Riley H 

It was great to see the Przewalski’s Horses. They were brown and bronze and they were munching 

on grass.  - Adele 

I liked the gorillas. When it was raining the gorillas went near the hay. It was a fun day.   - Sam 

I enjoyed watching the  gorillas, rhinoceros and Addax at the Werribee Zoo. There was a little jeep where 

the lions hop onto the bonnet. We travelled in a bus and went on a tour tolook at the animals. It was a fun.

—Aiden  

My favourite part was seeing the African wild dogs because they look so cute when they were running 

around.  -Harley 



In my opinion, the most interesting animal I saw was the Scimitar Horned Oryx. 

The reason I really like it, was because of the really cool shaped horns. It's a shame 

that they are extinct in the wild. I really enjoyed Zoorassic Park, where you walk 

around and look at massive Mecha Dinosaurs and be terrified. I also really enjoyed 

the teeny tiny Meerkats and they were REALLY cute. Luckily, the Meerkats, are not 

endangered. I really liked the safari bus, which had four pods. We drove around 

and the guy who was driving the bus was talking about the animals. At one point, 

he had to have a zookeeper take a stick out of the bus. We saw a Rhinoceros dig-

ging a rivet and peeing in it. Everyone laughed at it, but I don't think it cared. We 

went into the Bandicoot place and we saw a Tawny Frogmouth owl. Sadly, we did-

n’t see a Bandicoot (which resemble an Elephant Shrew).  In Zoorassic, we went to 

a place where you can dig out fake dino bones. We also saw ostriches which some-

times walk along the fenceline and like to tease the lions; “you can't have this 

drumstick! Its mine!” They were very funny. A male ostrich came over to examine 

the bus. We went to a lion talk and saw a mother lion playing with her ball. We 

could hear another lion called Jarra, who was roaring. On the safari bus, we drove 

through the water that used to house the hippos, but they kept going to sleep on 

the road. We saw the hippos being fed.     - Leo 

 

The most interesting thing I learnt was all of the little facts that we were 

told on the way, such as: 

 The Gorillas get to watch TV, listen to music, play puzzles and 

many more fun stuff! 

 

 lion's can poo up to 40 kg each time and they will only poo in their 

favourite places to mark them!  

 

 The Zebras roll in the Rino poo so they smell like a Rhino and so 

the predators think that they are Rhinos and won’t go near them! 

 

 Female Ostriches are grey and male Ostriches are black! 

 

 The Camels like aloe vera so much that the zookeepers had to fence it off to stop them from eating it! 

 

 The Giraffes get a heater in their bedroom for extra heat in winter! 

 -Wilkie 



My favourite animal was the Lion and I loved  Jurassic when  

Leo,Riley,Julian,Kane,Aiden and I took down the dinos we also found fake 

fossils in a tent. The Meerkats where so cute. We did not end up seeing the 

Servals and Leopard Tortoise. We went on a safari and we saw the Rhinoc-

eros  and its horn was very cool. The Cheetah came up to the glass with us 

but before that it was under a tree and i saw it look at us and when we 

came back there it was up to the glass and looking at us. We went to a cat 

safety maze and it was so cool. The  Jurassic thing was my favourite thing 

out of every thing at the zoo. The  Lion talk was one of my favourite things 

at the zoo.- Jimmy 

 

 

I loved the gorillas they are really cool Because they look a lot like us. 

I also liked the zoorassic (A Dinosaur part of the zoo) it was fun Riley, 

Riley, Jimmy, Kane, Seth, Leo and me pretended we were dinosaur 

hunters, we ran around shooting the dinos at the end of the dinosaur 

trail we saw signs saying stuff about a bird that was critically endan-

gered. Overall the trip made me think about our environment and the 

unique creatures on our planet. I loved the trip and I am very thankful 

that Readsdale Mia Mia took us there. - Julian. 

 

On Tuesday, Readsdale Mia Mia invited us to go with them to Werri-

bee Zoo. My favourite animal was the lions, because they came close 

up to the glass and one of them was pushing a metal ball on a chain. 

Our group split up and we looked at a zebra skull to see the different 

adaptations that have helped them survive in the wild. After that she 

gave us a few skulls to find our own adaptations. My group got a ser-

val skull. I also liked the safari were we saw Giraffes, Rhinos, Zebra’s and more. The zebras roll in rhino poo to pro-

tect themselves from lions.The safari could fit Melbourne zoo and Healesville sanctuary inside. The theme of the 

zoo was endangered animals.The weird bit about the gorilla’s is that when it started raining they covered them-

selves in hay and a blanket. The gorilla’s get to listen to music and watch TV. The lions came up really close to the 

glass and there was one lion that wasn’t with her pride because she was from another pride and all of them passed 

away. Miranda 



We learnt how other schools in our area, solve the problems they have like: rubbish, bullying and not 
enough student voice. They had some really good ideas, and we decided to work on our student voice. 
We all enjoyed the brain breaks and meeting new people. We were in groups with other kids from other 
schools (Campbells Creek, Castlemaine North and South and Harcourt) and we would do all these activi-
ties together. Some of our favourites were: The Giant Three Legged Race (it wasn’t three legged, it was, 
like, a nine legged race) and the River Crossing, where we had to cross a ‘river’ using bandanas. We 
thought it would be a good idea to have more grade 6 days and even add a grade 5 day, also adding a 
time for student lead learning, where students teach the class about something they enjoy. We want to get 
students involved in teaching a class of their choice every fortnight to do something different that includes 
and engages all students! - Niamh and Wilkie 

 

LEADERSHIP DAY AT CSC 

Refugee Week 
Last week we travelled to the Castlemaine Library as part of International Refugee Week. Studenst lis-

tened to Nicola Philp, who will be read and discussed her picture book A Grain of Hope to our grade 5 

and 6 students. 



Castlemaine Secondary College Excursion  

The grade 5 and 6 students went to Castlemaine Secondary College and learn to test for a base, acid and 

Iron  

In the science class it was fun because we had to test the MYSTERY SOLUTION to find out what the MYS-

TERY SOLUTION was made out of. Some of the mystery solution had a base (that’s dark blue) or it might 

have iron in it (that’s white) or acid (that’s orange).  

My favourite out of all was the Bunsen burner when we had to test for strontium. That’s when a liquid is 

put over a flame and if the flame turns bright red it identifies the liquid as strontium. By Riley grade 5 





On Swan Hill my favourite part was the blacksmith because we 

made nails from steel. I also really liked the vintage car and the 

horse and carriage because it showed us what transportation was 

like in the old days. The highlight was the lightshow (which I also 

really liked) which used water from the Murray River and a projec-

tor. But they didn't tell us their was going to be fire!! There was also 

an indigenous culture lesson which he told us what aboriginals used 

to survive. There was a photo parlor that we had to dress up and 

take photos in them. We also went to a music shop that had a lot of 

very old instruments. My favourite was a one with a barrel and a 

triangle. We also went on a paddle steamer called the PYAP it was 

originally used to transport goods to places. We did building and 

built a pig pen and a wall.we had a site explore which was cool be-

cause there was a lot of old tractors and carriages. My favourite 

tractor was called Black Bless which was used as a plough. We 

went to an old school which made us use an ink pen.  Nathan  

I liked Swan Hill, it was a lot 

of fun but learning at the 

same time. The best thing 

was the light show and the 

paddle steamer PYAP and 

the blacksmith. The lodges 

were not that good but the 

camp was. -Tegan  



Swan Hill was really fun because it was my first camp (apart from the school camp over). We went on the 

vintage car which was really fun. I also enjoyed the horse and carriage. we sat in the cobb and co  which 

was used for transport and prospecting. Being in the driver's seat was the best spot but at the same time it 

was very dangerous because bushrangers want the gold so they shoot the driver (or try to).  We got to go in 

the PYAP which was fun. We got there we picked our cabins and I slept on top bunk it was really comfy and 

soft. The PYAP (paddle steamer) was a boat that could carry 50 passengers.    -Seth  

The second day was my favourite day because we went on the PYAP the Paddle steamer it also was a 

floating shop. Other paddle steamers were used for transport and supplies. The Gem which is a retired 

paddle steamer, took passenger and it could take up to fifty-one. On that same day around five we went for 

a bush walk and I liked it. The first day was really good the sound and light show was also my favourite 

thing because it told a dreamtime story about the great Murray Cod and it got speared by a Aboriginal. 

There was fire in the sound and light show! The cabins were very nice and the beds were very soft. In 

building we made a pig pen and a wall out of Mallee Roots which was so cool. On the last night we ate 

chicken schnitzel which was my favourite food.     -Jimmy  



I really enjoyed Swan Hill because we learnt all about the Pioneer Settlement and life in the old times. On 
the first day we had a three hour train ride. When we got there we got to choose the cabins we slept in. I 
was on the top bunk and Nathan was below me. We shared a small room with the Redesdale boys. Then 
we went off to do our first activities. First, we had Indegenous Culture, where we learned all about the Abo-
riginals and their ways of hunting in the time before England “claimed” Australia. It was really interesting be-
cause we got to hold a boomerang that could come back and one that would stay level on the height you 
threw it. We got to taste food that Aboriginals used to eat. The food was; Kangaroo (which I now really RE-
ALLY like), Fish (I think it was Murray Cod), wild mushroom, and sweet potato. 

Then we had Photo Parlour, where we had to dress up in old clothes. The boys had to wear jackets and a 
hat. The girls had to wear a dress and a bonnet.  

Then we had Rides. We got to go on a vintage car, and a horse and cart. The vintage car was really loud 
and cool. The horse and cart was slow and bumpy but still really cool. On the way back to the area, the 
horse stopped and pooped. It was funny. Then, we made our way back to the lodges. At seven, we went to 
the Sound and Light Show and it was AMAZING! It told of the old Dreaming Stories and how the Murray was 
made. There was fire and lots of noisy sounds.  

Then we went back to the lodges and went to sleep. 

 

The next day we had the Blacksmith which was really cool because we got to make a nail. We got to take 

them home. We also had Building and we made a pig pen. Then we used Mallee roots to build a wall. Then 

we got to use Double- Handle Saw, which used two people to saw a piece of wood. After that we had Site 

Explore, which was basically Free Roam! We got to walk around the Pioneer Settlement and it was 

awesome. There was all these vintage tractors we could climb on and pretend to drive. After morning tea, 

we had Pioneer School. We got to write with ink pens. Miss Waldron hated the sound of the nibs scraping 

against the bottom of the inkwell. Those were my top activities and I think they were really fun.  - Leo  



SAM’S CAMP DIARY 

Day 1: 

We got to Swan Hill by train and it took 3 hours. We got to Pioneer Settlement by bus. When we got there we 

had salad rolls and fruit. Our first activity we did was learn about Aboriginal culture and we got to eat kanga-

roo meat. The man showed us a boomerang and some other hunting tools. At night we watched the light 

show lasers and there was fire I could even feel it from where I was sitting. The light show was my favourite 

thing at camp. We had pasta and chips for dinner. 

Day 2: 

We went to take the olden day photos and we had to dress up. In the afternoon we went on a boat on the riv-

er. We made a rope. Another activity was going to an old school and we got to use a fountain pen to do some 

handwriting. We had a fire and cooked marshmallows.  

Day 3: 

We went to the art gallery and I got to draw a picture and stick it on the wall. Our school went for a walk to 

the park and we got to have a play. We had some free time back at Pioneer Settlement and then we went 

home on the bus. 

 

Sam Davis grade 3  



Isabella, Mum and Dad are playing 
Minecraft. 

We went to have some tea. We saw a 
monster in our kitchen. 

 It was trying to drink our tea. 

“GET OUT OF OUR HOUSE MON-
STER”, we shouted. 

He went home and ate his own food. 

 

By Isabella The Runaway Caboose by Aiden 

There once was a steam train. It was named the Maldon 
steam train. It had 100 people and it had 99 carriages but 
something was wrong.One carriage was uncoupled. The 
steam train left the station. 

“Oh No”, said the station master, “ a carriage has come 
loose”. 

Then the station master went to the phone and he said, “ I 
need a train to take a carriage to the 899 train”. 

“ Ok, said the person on the phone. 

BUZZZZZZZ 

But the people on the train were getting annoyed. 

The railway workers went to the station on a diesel train. 
They were going as fast as they could. There was a big hill. 

The hill was too big so the train driver called for backup. 

They saw something in the distance. After a while they 
could see the back up train coming behind them. 

The big diesel train connected to the back of the small die-
sel train. They went super fast and connected to the uncou-
pled carriage and pushed it to the steam train. 

The diesel train uncoupled to go back to their shed. 

Grandad’s big crash 

Chapter 1 

Grandad has a fast car, which is a Bronzed Aussie. He 

takes us for rides in his fast car. One day he took us for 

a ride on the salt lake. 

Chapter 2 

Grandad had a big crash. He was letting us race a race 

in his big fast car. It is very fast and awesome. His car is 

really cool. But he had a big crash. 

Chapter 3 

The wind picked him up, then he released the 

parachute. When he went up, his wheel fell out of the 

race car. He needed to get picked up by a big truck. 

Chapter 4 

Grandad’s car is getting fixed at his house. When it is 

fixed he will take us on a big ride again. 

Chapter 5 

It is awesome! 

By Riley 

Our Writing Workshop 

 

The younger students have been very busy during our writing sessions this term. They regularly 
record ideas in their Writer’s Notebooks, eagerly participate in our daily writing workshop and en-
joy sharing their work with others in the class. Recently, the class has focussed on creating and 
editing narrative texts. All the students have been keen to publish one of their stories in the 
school newsletter. 



Castlemaine Lawn Tennis Club 



I read/you read  

This is a teaching strategy where students take in turns to 

read out loud the same text to each other.  Students 

often learn best from each other and it also introduces 

texts that may not have been considered by the stu-

dents. It also works well with students of different read-

ing abilities. 

Washing Experiment  

During our Integrated Studies we have conducted a washing liquid 

experiment to see which one works best under testing conditions. 

We discussed what constitutes a fair test, and students also en-

joyed working out which stains drive their parents nuts! We will 

collate and evaluate our results and present them on a poster. 





Pavement Maths! During maths we went outside to 

demonstrate area and perimeter of 

rectangles. Our challenge was to 

make as many rectangles with an 

area of 480cm²  The students en-

joyed the hands on aspect of the 

lesson! 



SWIMMING 2019 











We thank Taradale PS for inviting us to join them on their Mel-

bourne Zoo Excursion last Friday. The highlight was the classroom 

activities where the  older students were introduced to a method 

of scientific observation of animals, using the lion enclosure as 

the backdrop! The younger students got to touch a snake which 

was talked about all the way home. 





On Monday, the 3/4/5/6 kids went to T20 BLAST Cricket. We played well and Mr. Stewart said 
that I was batting well. We played Harcourt Valley, Newstead B & Olivet. It was fun, but we lost 
every single match. - Leo 

 

Our school was part of a cricket contest and we played Harcourt, Newstead and Olivet Christian 
College. My favourite thing to do was batting. Fielding  was so boring because you just stand 
there until the ball comes your way. You could ask Mr Stewart if you would like a break from 
bowling or batting which was good. - Seth   

                                                            

On Monday the grade 3/4/5/6 went to cricket and we had a great time when we were playing. We 
played three great teams and we enjoyed it.-Tegan  

 

We went to play cricket on Monday. It was fun but we lost every match. If we had been on the 
other oval we could have possibly made the finals. I was quite a good bowler. The best thing was 
when we all had fun.- Jimmy 



Metcalfe Senior Citizens Concert 

A few weeks ago the whole school went to Metcalfe to perform for the elderly citizens. We performed 3 

skits ‘Doctor Doctor’, The Pub and jokes. The whole class also sang the song that we mad up from scratch 

which is called Keep the Wheels Turning and we also sang Christmas carols like Jingle Bells, We wish you a 

Merry Christmas, O Christmas Tree and Jingle Bell Rock. Also the musicians played a piece of music with 

their instruments. I performed a song called ‘Beautiful Brown Eyes’ on the Piano. The other instruments 

that got played was flute and two guitars. I think everybody really did enjoy the day at the end of all of our 

performances we had some really yummy food and an icy pole!  - Fianna 



NEWSHOUNDS AWARDS 
On Saturday, we went to the Castlemaine Library for the Newshounds presentation. We won an award for 

“Best Coverage of a National News Story” for Riley’s walk to school article. We also won! We Won News-

hounds and got a plastic trophy. We won for “Best Overall News Coverage”. It was really good because 

we have been waiting for ages to win. We think we should have won every year because our page has so 

much colour and heading and so much more. It just catches you’re eye and you have to read it. - Leo 



Coding Robotics 

Coding and robotics showcase                                                   

We held a showcase of our coding skills thanks to Mr Isaacs having time to come to school 

and teach us how to code on Fridays. He has taught us to use the Edison cars and humming 

bird kits and more. We have had a chance in the showcase to show what we are taught 

and to our family and friends. I had to make a rotation server spin so I could make the head 

of the robot spin. They loved walking around and seeing all that we have been doing and it 

all went well. Thank you for coming.  Tegan                      

We had our Coding and Robotics showcase. I was working on an animation of the Titanic 

sinking. I also was working on a game called Jumper. It didn’t work. The problem was that 

after you died, the donut and red line wouldn’t hide as I had programmed them to. So I 

scrapped it. Julian was working on Scratch and the Edison Carts. Fianna and Wilkie were 

working on Minecraft Education doing some basic coding. Sam was on Scratch as well. 

Niamh was teaching the little kids basic scratch and overall it was real fun. - Leo 



PHOTO GALLERY 


